
 

 

#ROMABELONG WORKSHOP 

European Youth Centre, Strasbourg 

10-11 October 2018 

 

Since 2016, ENS has been working in partnership with the European Roma Rights Centre, 

Institute on Statelessness and Inclusion, and country partners in the Western Balkans and 

Ukraine, to better understand the nexus between statelessness, discrimination and 

marginalisation of Romani people. Project partners have carried out research in six countries, 

a synthesis report with recommendations for action was published in 2017, and country 

reports on Albania and Ukraine [forthcoming] in 2018. A regional conference was held in 

Skopje in October 2017, bringing together project partners and key stakeholders to discuss 

the issues and develop plans for regional and national advocacy.  

In 2018, project partners embarked on a programme of advocacy to influence national 

decision makers in three priority countries - Serbia, Albania and Ukraine - and work with 

regional institutions including the Council of Europe, European Union, Regional Cooperation 

Council, OSCE-ODIHR, UN bodies and others, towards achieving change on the issues 

highlighted by the project. We also set out to engage with Roma civil society networks both 

at a regional level and locally through work with project partners at national level. 

The aim of the workshop in Strasbourg will be to build on discussions in Skopje last year, to 

evaluate progress on the #RomaBelong project so far, explore opportunities to broaden the 

scope of the project to other countries and contexts, share knowledge and expertise about 

upcoming advocacy opportunities, and encourage commitment to concrete action by key 

stakeholders. The event will bring project partners and ENS members together with external 

actors with critical knowledge, skills, information, resources and influence to affect change. 

Taking strategic advantage of being in Strasbourg at the seat of the Council of Europe, 

invitees will include Roma rights activists and organisations, parliamentarians, donors, and 

regional decision makers and monitoring bodies.  

The programme will run over two days, from Wednesday afternoon to Thursday lunchtime. 

Sessions will include input by key policymakers and influencers on upcoming opportunities 

and challenges for advocacy, participatory skill-sharing workshops to enable Roma rights 

and statelessness experts to connect the issues with concrete advocacy channels and explore 

and identify effective advocacy methods, a networking event, and facilitated action-planning 

sessions to prioritise and secure commitment for concrete action.  

The event will enable civil society, activists and decision-makers to share learning and 

expertise around the nexus between statelessness and antigypsyism and how to address it, 

develop relationships and shared goals among statelessness and Roma rights actors in 

Europe, and strategize and prioritise action and countries for the next phase of the project.  

 

https://www.statelessness.eu/resources/roma-belong-statelessness-discrimination-and-marginalisation
https://www.statelessness.eu/sites/www.statelessness.eu/files/attachments/resources/roma-belong-albania-english-language.pdf
https://www.statelessness.eu/sites/www.statelessness.eu/files/Roma_Statelessness_Conference_Skopje_26-27-Oct.pdf?mc_cid=3103aa8d39&mc_eid=b60bb139c6
http://www.statelessness.eu/romabelong


 

 

Draft Programme 

Wednesday 10 Oct  

15.00-15.45  Welcome & overview of #RomaBelong project  
Short presentations in plenary by project partners including overview of 
project, how key issues have been addressed at regional & national level so 
far, & plans for future work; followed by Q&A. 

• Nina Murray, European Network on Statelessness (moderator) 

• Ðorđe Jovanović, European Roma Rights Centre 

• Ivanka Kostic, Praxis, Serbia 

• Raimonda Bozo, Tirana Legal Aid Society, Albania 

• Yuliia Nosenko, The 10th April, Ukraine 

15.45-16.30  Context setting 
Short presentations from external speakers giving an overview of the state of 
play on Roma rights and statelessness, including current opportunities and 
challenges from different perspectives; followed by Q&A. 

• Chris Nash, European Network on Statelessness (moderator) 

• Thorsten Afflerbach, Council of Europe Roma & Travellers Team  

• Françoise Kempf, Adviser to the Council of Europe Commissioner for 
Human Rights  

• Roland-Francois Weil, UNHCR Representation to the European 
Institutions in Strasbourg 

• Roma civil society representative (tbc) 

16.30-16.45  Coffee break 

16.45-18.30  Connecting up the issues and advocacy opportunities 
A series of parallel workshops co-facilitated by a #RomaBelong project 
partner and an institutional representative with the aim of deepening 
understanding of the key issues and matching these to upcoming 
opportunities for influencing policy and practice.  

A. EU Engagement: including DG NEAR Enlargement & Neighbourhood 
policy, DG JUST Roma Integration Framework, the Roma Integration 
2020 initiative, and the work of the European Parliament and 
Fundamental Rights Agency. Facilitated by Andrea Spitalszky, 
Minority Rights Group and Ivanka Kostic, PRAXIS with input from 
Aleksandra Bojadjieva, Regional Cooperation Council 

B. Council of Europe: including the work of the Roma & Travellers’ 
Team, CAHROM, ECRI and the work of the Human Rights 
Commissioner. Facilitated by Nina Murray, ENS and Isabela 
Mihalache with Michaël Guet, CAHROM, JUSTROM (tbc), Wolfram 
Bechetel, ECRI and Francoise Kempf, Office of the Council of Europe 
Commissioner for Human Rights  

C. UN and global human rights: including the work of the UNHCR 
Representation in South East Europe, the UNHCR High-Level Event 
on Statelessness in 2019, human rights monitoring bodies, and the 
work of the UN Special Rapporteur on Minorities. Facilitated by 
Nicole Garbin, ERRC and Chris Nash, ENS, with Mario Pavlovic, 



 
UNHCR SE Europe, Roland Weil, UNHCR Strasbourg, and Kati 
Jaaskelainen, OSCE ODIHR. 

 

18.30-19.00  Plenary: summary and reflections  
Adam Weiss, European Roma Rights Centre and Nina Murray, European 
Network on Statelessness  

19.00   Networking reception 

 

 

Thursday 11 Oct 

9.30-11.00  Strategies for achieving change  
A series of parallel interactive workshop exploring different methods and 
strategies for achieving advocacy goals to best use and influence the 
opportunities identified the day before.  

A. Participation: working with Roma civil society to effect change and 
communicate the issues with Jan Brulc, ENS, Mila Van Bruik Bihari, 
Roma Activist, and Elvis Berisha, Phiren Amenica 

B. Multi-stakeholder partnership working: implementing effective 
multi-stakeholder programmes with Nina Murray, ENS, Mario 
Pavlovic, UNHCR SE Europe, Zoran Drangovski, MYLA, and Kati 
Jaaskelainen, OSCE ODIHR 

C. Strategic litigation: effecting change through targeted strategic 
litigation with Adam Weiss, European Roma Rights Centre, 
Raimonda Bozo, Tirana Legal Aid Society, Ivanka Kostic, Praxis, and 
Roma Women’s Rights Center / JUSTROM (tbc) 

11.00-11.15  Coffee break  

11.15-12.15 Action planning session 

Facilitated session to prioritise and identify commitments to be recorded and 
fed back during final plenary. 
 

12.15-13.00 Final plenary – where next?  

• Adam Weiss, European Roma Rights Centre and Chris Nash, 
European Network on Statelessness (Moderators) 

• A range of speakers from different perspectives to reflect on the 
workshop and where next for the #RomaBelong project 

 


